














Connecting, 

Learning

and Inspiring
ACROSS GENERATIONS



There’s a crack 

in everything. 

That’s how the 

light gets in.

LEONARD COHOEN



This presentation includes copyrighted materials as well as original 
work by Mary Anne L. Graf and/or other HCI consultants, amalgamated 
from thousands of hours of ongoing research over two decades. If not 
specifically sourced elsewhere, the slides represent the proprietary 
work product of Graf or other HCI consultants. Full credit to Graf and 
HCI, including logos and copyrights, must be included with presentation 
use. These materials may not be presented with any other sources, 
logos or credits not included in this presentation. Contact Graf for 
information on other sources used for this presentation.

• Intellectual property of other entities is likewise credited and 
must be included with any use or distribution. Some information 
referenced here can be found in Graf’s two books on 
population-based service lines and health care marketing. 

• Contact info@teamHCI.com for detailed information on 
sources. 

The fine print



1823: the worst student riots in 
US history, with half of Harvard’s 
senior class expelled on the eve 

of graduation.

1918: Imminent death of 
western civilization (again)

1972: Over 1900 domestic 
bombings in the US

“We’re l iving in a paradox: a t ime of tremendous 
opportunity and a wave of destructive conflict 

that’s polarizing every facet of our l ives.” 
—Wil l iam Ury





Right time

Right people

High
1st Turning

Awakening
2nd Turning

Unraveling
3rd Turning

Crisis
4th Turning

Generational research

• Same four turnings every 80 to 100 
years since ~1435: Rejuvenation and 
growth, maturation, entropy, destruction

– Each turning is about 20-25 years, with 
identifiable social and political mood 
that catches people by surprise

– Original research on Anglo-American 
history, but turnings seem universal

• Turnings create social generations 
during childhood, young adulthood

– Influence personality, values, attitudes 
and behaviors even more than families 





• Strauss and Howe (1997):  “Sometime before the year 2025, 
America will pass through a great gate in history, commensurate 
with the American Revolution, Civil War, and twin emergencies of 
the Great Depression and World War II. The risk of catastrophe 
will be very high. The nation could erupt into insurrection or civil 
violence, break up geographically, or succumb to authoritarian rule.
Institutional life is destroyed and rebuilt in response to a 
perceived threat to the nation's survival

• Drivers: debt, civic decay, institutional dysfunction, global 
disorder, implosion of societal trust

• Shakes a society to its roots, transforms institutions, redirects 
social purposes, and marks people (and generations) for life

Each generation 
fulfills a unique 
archetypical role in 
pushing the nation 
through the 4th

Turning.
History says  
Millennials and  
Millennial Bridgers 
will emerge to lead 
us through the 4th

Turning. 
Who are they?



“You can trust the Americans to do the right 
thing….after they try everything else.”

—Winston Churchi l l

Each Fourth Turning proceeds at its own pace depending on events, the country’s reaction, 
and the leaders we choose. Can end well, badly, or some combination of both: we determine 
the ending.

1. A crisis that creates a sudden shift in mood (9/11, 2008 recession)
2. Large blocs of society coalesce behind a strong leader to tear down the existing 

social, economic and cultural order and regenerate—replace it with something 
different, which can be better or far worse. Historically, occurred within four years 
of catalyst.

• US today: stuck between two communities with very different plans
3. Climax: US history: Revolutionary War, Civil War, World War II
4. Exhaustion, then the relief of resolution, and a shift into 1st Turning



The Generations





• Not ageism: 



Generations alive today

1920 1940 1960 1980 2000 2020

GI/Greatest
B ~1908-1929

Age ~95+

Millennials/Gen Y
B ~1984-2008
Age ~16-40

Builders
B ~1929-1946
Age ~78-95

Gen Z
B ~2008-now

Age ~0-16

Boomers
B ~1946-1964
Age ~60-78

Alpha?
B?

Gen X
B ~1964-1984
Age ~40-60

Hero

Artist

Prophet

Nomad

Bridgers –
often leaders



Translator, often leaders - and can be very different

Great leaders in turbulent t imes: Moral 
code, humility,  empathy, l istening skil ls,  

self-reflection, charismatic
—Doris Kearns GoodwinBuilder / Boomer

• Mitch McConnell (82)
• Joe Biden (81)
• Donald Trump (77)

Boomer / Gen X
• Yoon Suk Yeol (S Korea, 63)
• Abdullah II bin Al-Hussein (Jordan, 62)
• Bashar al-Assad (Syria, 58)

Gen X / Millennial
• Rishi Sunak (UK, 44)
• Kim Jong Un (N Korea, 40)
• Mohammed bin Salman Al Saud (Saudi Arabia, 38)



What is a social generation?



“Think about the 
five people you call  

to celebrate 
something big or to 

help with a decision. 
If  those five people 

look l ike you, you’re 
self-segregating. If  

you’re not leading a 
cross-cultural l ife 

outside of work,  
how can you expect 

to lead a diverse 
team at work?” 

—Mita Mal l ick





Generation archetypes

Prophet
Vision, values, 

moralistic

Nomad
Liberty, survival, 

honor

Hero
Community, 

affluence, technology

Artist
Pluralistic, expertise, 

due process

Prophets: Born after crisis period, 
grow up in glow of success. Can 
grow up into narcissistic adults 
who challenge the authority of 
their parents, the Heroes. In 
midlife, can become moralistic. As 
elders, may lead society into a 
new crisis period. 

Nomads: Grow up in the 
shadow of the Prophets, 
resistant. As young 
adults can feel 
alienated. Mellow into 
pragmatic midlife 
leaders during a crisis 
period.

Artists: Grow up as 
children during the 

crisis period, come of 
age as sensitive young 

adults. Grow old as 
empathetic but 

cautious leaders. 

Heroes: Step up in a crisis period 
to lead from “me” to “we.” Become 

society's powerful civic leaders, 
build new institutions, promote 

social order and productive 
activity. As elders, confronted 

politically by Prophet generation.

Boomers & next generation

Gen X

Builders & Gen Z

Greatest & Millennials

Strauss & Howe, 1991



“Taylor Swift is the iconic Millennial, 
Gen X is aging gracefully, and Gen Z 

sees through all of it.” 
—Neil Howe, 2024



1823: the worst student riots in 
US history, with half of Harvard’s 
senior class expelled on the eve 

of graduation.

1918: Imminent death of 
western civilization (again)

1972: Over 1900 domestic 
bombings in the US

BOOMERS (age ~60 to ~78) MILLENNIALS (age ~16 to ~40)
Post-WWII formative years: highly-structured society Formative years: few societal boundaries
Nature v Nurture, no fMRI. Research: library fMRI, burgeoning research, instant access
“Better living through chemistry” Green, organic, ethical
80% white: “white experience” 44% white: multicultural experience
Personal growth. Anti-government; question 
everything

Tolerance, national ethos, justice, learn everything

60% religious. 32% conservative 40% religious, 80% spiritual, 12% conservative
Education, work: Individual; win/lose. Live to work. Team. Win/win. Work to live.
Organizational loyalty, but many betrayed Assume 3 years and move on; entrepreneurs
70% of US disposable income; 47x wealthier than 
Millennials (record)

Most economically threatened generation; income 
20% less than Boomers at same age (wage adjusted)

“He who dies with the most toys wins.” Multiple cars NOwnership, experiences, sharing economy, scooters
57% of women in workforce 74% of women in workforce; little choice
Career; visible; ladder; corner office Purpose; flexible; mobile; collaboration; next
Late tech adapters, computer, narrow focus Early tech adapters, mobile, broad integration
Most sedentary in workforce Physically fit; expect mobility, work anywhere



Connecting Some Important Dots





April 30, 2024

California 
reverses 

population loss
A rebound in legal 

immigration…fueled the 
state’s first population 

increase since 2019
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• Turnings create new generations
• 4th Turning: crises, often war

• But what creates the turnings? 
• Peter Turchin’s cycles: intolerable wealth 

gap
• Wealth gap reset after WWII
• Since 70s, huge increase

• Inevitable result: massive civic 
destabilization

• “Elite overproduction” causes 
competition for power

• “Every cycle, more formidable  
weapons and greater propensity to 
use them” 

What creates the turnings?

Source: The Federal Reserve

Distribution, US 
Household Wealth
By income distribution





Moving forward, heart and mind



Caution. Planning, thinking ahead—scenario 
development. Giving back. Listening to understand, 

not to respond. Empathy.
BUILDER

BOOMER

GEN X

MILLENNIAL

GEN Z Truth telling. Anxiety, but confidence in self-
guidance. Entrepreneurism. Online privacy. 

Relationship. Passion. Digital skills.



1. Feeling respected.
2. Vulnerability and curiosity—particularly with experiences not like our own
3. Keeping status disparities in mind as we talk and learn from each other.
4. Being listened to and understood – and receiving authentic feedback that 

demonstrates being heard. 
5. Receiving effective communication in a way we can understand it.
6. Having opportunities for learning, mentoring.
7. Experiencing a stimulating exchange of ideas.
8. Understanding both the immediate opportunity and a greater purpose – how 

what we’re doing will improve the lives of others—what we’re really 
achieving.



• Be wary of authoritarianism: appealing during chaos. 
• Listen to others. Be comfortable with discomfort: transformation and growth occur.
• Acknowledge and sit with unconscious defaults. 
• Recognize everyone does the best they can at any point in time. 
• Actively support the complementary nature of each generation. 
• Keep moving “me” to “we” and forward for humanity. 
• Lean on roots, values, faith, community. 
• Be patient, generous and kind to each other. 
• Seek, find, and acknowledge everyday joy. 
• Participate actively: how this ends is up to us.
• Be a possibilist – envision the goal, work backwards to discover the path forward



“I saw the angel 

in the marble and 

carved until I set 

him free.” 

—MICHELANGELO
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